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References from the Noble Qur’an for  ���
2:173  surely Allah is 

Forgiving, Merciful. ����������	
������	�������� �

3:199 surely Allah is 

quick in reckoning. ��������������������������

2:20 surely Allah has 

power over all things. ���������� �!�"���	���#�$�%&�'�(�)* ���

7:56 surely the mercy 

of Allah is nigh (near) ���+�,����������-�	.�����$

73:19 Surely this is a 

reminder /0���12�3�425������

23:100 By no means 

(surely)! it  is a (mere) 

word 

/6�,!����789���

37:64 Surely it is a 

tree 789��/0���:�(�� �

2:69 Surely she is a 

yellow cow ;&��1��<�/0���=�>��789���

4:145 Surely the 

hypocrites are in the 

lowest stage  

�*�����?��@��8#A���'B��C��=B��D�,1A������
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41:33 I am surely of 

those who submit. �C��,!���,1A���CF��'�D89���

19:30 Surely I am a 

servant of Allah ���#�G�"��'H9��-� �

2:14 Surely we are 

with you. �
�I�J�F��89���

2:153 Surely Allah is 

with the patient ��������C�����>�8KA�����F��� �
3:19 Surely the (true) 

religion with Allah is 

Islam. 

���#�D"��C��H#A�������-��L�M��-N�
94:6 Verily, with 

every hardship comes 

ease. 

�O�����������JA�����F������

42:12 Lo! He is 

Knower of all things. 	
��!�"�%&�'�(�)*�I�>��P89���

2:156 Surely we are 

Allah’s and to Him we 

shall surely return. 

-��89���-���Q�����J�R���P���A����89�� �

15:45 Surely those 

who guard (against 

evil) shall be in the 

midst of gardens and 

fountains. 

S�����"�Q�ST�8D�R��'B��C��=8U�,1A�������

59:18 surely Allah is 

Aware of what you do. ������������!�,�J�3���,�>�	����G�V���
2:195 surely Allah 

loves the doers of 

good. 

��������C���D-��W�X��Y.W����� �
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�����	�
����������������������������������������������������������������

T��,!���X��Q��C��,!���X������
T��DF�Z�X��Q�����C���DF�Z�X��Q
T��U�9��=A��Q�����C��U�9��=A��Q

8KA��Q���C��$[�8KA��QT��$[�
T����>�8KA��Q���C�����>�8KA��Q
T��J(��\��Q���C��J(��\��Q
T��$H#�K�U�X��Q��C��$H#�K�U�X��Q
T��,]�8KA��Q���C��,]�8KA��Q

T��̂ B�����Q���
�7�R�Q���B��C��̂ B�����Q
T������2A��Q��O���_���������C�������2A��Q

`�O,��̂ �"��O��R�a�Q���b0����c8F��
�7�A�;����8#�"�a
����� SHAKIR: Surely the men who submit and the women who submit, and the believing men and the believing women, and the obeying 

men and the obeying women, and the truthful men and the truthful women, and the patient men and the patient women and the humble men 

and the humble women, and the almsgiving men and the almsgiving women, and the fasting men and the fasting women, and the men who 

guard their private parts and the women who guard, and the men who remember Allah much and the women who remember-- Allah has 

prepared for them forgiveness and a mighty reward. 
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���������	�
��

���������	�
�� is a lâm with a fathah prefixed to the mubtada’  for the sake of emphasis, e.g.�

��������
���
����������� ‘And indeed the remembrance of Allah is the greatest ` (Qur’an, 29:45)  

�����������������
������
 !�"��#�$
�%�$
&��'�(
)!�*�$�+�$
)!�$,-� ‘And indeed a believing slave girl is better than a 

mushrikah when though she might be pleasing to you` (Qur’an, 2:221). 

This lâm is not to be confused with the preposition  ���  which has a kasrah, but takes a fathah when 

prefixed to a pronoun, e.g.,  ������
./0��
.�1��
.�2����  . 

Please remember that the ���������	�
�� does not change the ending of the mubtada’. 

Some examples from the Qur’an:                             


16:41 And indeed the reward of the Hereafter is the greatest ��������
�3���(4�
���5,-��


29:45 And indeed the remembrance of Allah is the greatest 


��������
���
�����������


39:26 And indeed the torment of the Hereafter is the greatest ��������
�3���(4�
�6����7�����







�!�8�9�:�;�<�
��=>�� ? to slide, glide, slip and to roll 
@
�A�9�:�B�
 

We have seen lâm al-ibtidâ’  e.g. ��C�D�5�
�1����'������
 ‘Indeed your house is more beautiful’.  

Now we want to use  =E"F  also in this sentence, the lâm has to be pushed to the khabar, 

as two particles of emphasis cannot come together in one place. 

So the sentence becomes  �C�D�5,-
�1��'�
=E"F  ‘Indeed your house is more beautiful’.  

After its removal from its original position the lâm is no longer called lâm al-ibtidâ’ . It is now called 


�!�8�9�:�;�<�
��=>��  ( the displaced lâm ) or for easy remembrance ( the skating lâm! ).

A sentence with both =E"F and the lâm is more emphatic than the one with =E"F or the lâm only.

Here are some examples from the Qur’an:  

29:41 Indeed the frailest of houses is the spider’s house �G������*�7���
�H�'�����
�G��'����
�%�I����
=E"F

37:4   Indeed your God is One &��:�����
������0��"F
=E"F

3:96   Indeed the first sanctuary appointed for mankind is the 

one which is in Bakkah (Makkah). 
�!�=���"�
J��=9���
"K/L*9��
�M�N��
 H�'��
�OL���
=E"F


31:19 Indeed the harshest of all voices is the voice of the ass "P�D�Q�
�G���R���
�G���S,-�
�����T��
=E"F
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Some examples of =E"F  and of  �!�8�9�:�;�<�
��=>�� (The skating lâm ) from the Qur’an

15:77 Most surely there is a 

sign in this for the believers. 
�%�'"*�$�+�D�9��
U!�V4
�1���W
X�Y
=E"F

45:3   Verily in the heavens and 

the earth, are Signs for those 

who believe. 

�%�'"*�$�+�D�9��
 G/V4
"Z�[,-���
�G��\DL]��
X�Y
=E"F

82:13&14 Indeed the righteous 

shall be in bliss and indeed the 

corrupt shall be in hell 
�̂�'�_�5
X�̀ ��
�[/L��̀ ��
=E"F�
�̂�'�7�T
X�̀���
�[����,-�
=E"F


63:1   The hypocrites are surely 

liars. �E����W/�����
�%�'�8�Y/�*�<�
=E"F

103:1&2 By the declining day, 

Verily Man is in loss. �̂�]�(
X�̀���
�E/�]�T�	�
=E"F
"��R�7����

14:39 Most surely my Lord is 

the Hearer of prayer: ��/�a���
�M�'�D�]���
Xb��[
=E"F

3:13   Most surely there is a 

lesson in this 
U3�����7���
�1���W
X�Y
=E"F

11:79 And most surely you 

know what we desire. ���V"��T
/$
���9�7�����
�1LT"F�

34:24 Lo! We or you assuredly 

are rightly guided or in error 

manifest. 
%̂�'"��$
Ô>�N
X�Y
���
cd��I
e�9�7���
����/LV"F
����
/LT"F


3:62    Lo! This verily is the 

true narrative. aA�Q�
�f�R�8��
���0���
����I
=E"F

100:6,7&8 Most surely man is 

ungrateful to his Lord. And 

most surely he is a witness of 

that. And most surely he is 

tenacious in the love of wealth. 


�1���W
e9�
�2LT"F��
&g��*�����
�2b�����
�E/]�T�	�
=E"F
&��V���#���
"��'�h�
bi�_��
�2LT"F��
&��'"0�#���


15:9   Surely We have revealed 

the Reminder and We will most 

surely be its guardian. 
�E��j�Y/�_���
�2��
/LT"F��
��������
/�*��L;�T
�%�_�T
/LT"F


100:11 Most surely their Lord 

that day shall be fully aware of 

them. 
&��'"��k���
 ��l�$���V
��"0"�
���0L��[
=E"F


8:42   Most surely Allah is 

Hearing, Knowing; 
&��'�9��
&M�'�D�]���
,��
=E"F



